** 7 Gypsies Multi-photo double layout class **
by Ann Freeman for ATDML

Supplies:
• 2 sheets of 7G Camden – Columbia 12x12 Paper (Plain cardstock could also be used)
• 1 sheet of 7G Camden – Greenwich 12x12 Paper
• 1 sheet of 7G Lille – Adventure 12x12 Paper
• Glitz designs Teeny Alpha stickers (Parchment)
• Prima reflections stamps
• Maya Rd Journaling tag rub-ons
• Tim Holtz Tissue Tape (Traveller) 1 x 24” length (could also use strips of patterned paper
instead of this)
• Ink (I used Pumice Stone Distress ink but any dark brown/grey would be fine)
Tools:
Basic Tool kit
Needle/thread (to match papers)
1” circle punch
Acrylic stamp block
Plenty of cutting out and making the most of a collage patterned paper in this class. The
instructions on how to make the most of your Lille paper should be followed carefully to
recreate this page.
1. The two sheets of Columbia paper serve as the background but could be replaced with a
plain cardstock with some ink rubbed around the edges to distress a little. The papers have
an inky/grungy feel to them so by inking up your cardstock you will tie it into the feel of
the layout more.
2. From the Greenwich paper cut the brown envelope from the bottom right and the
journaling piece at the top centre of the paper (lying horizontally) and two other pieces to
be used for tags. Set these aside to use later.

3. Follow the instructions in the diagram below to cut the various pieces from the Lille paper
that you will need to create this page.

4. For the left hand side of your layout place a length of tissue tape (or a strip of another
patterned paper) along the bottom of the page at a slight incline going upwards from left to
right.
5. Adhere the Adventure piece of paper at the same angle about an inch up from tape.
6. Add a 6x4 portrait photo to the bottom right hand side of your page, lining the bottom of
the photo up with the top of the tissue tape and ensuring the right hand edge of your
photograph overhangs the side of your page. Trim this and save to adhere to the right hand
page of your double layout
7. Place a 3”x2” portrait photo to the left of this 6x4 image and a smaller photo to the left of
that.

8. Make the envelope cluster as using the envelope cut in the Greenwich paper. Stamp the left
side and top left of the envelope with a Prima stamp, add a strip of tissue tape, FUN using
the alpha stickers and a postmark punched from the left of the stamp images on the Lille
paper. The tags are made towards the end and we will come back to those. Add your
envelope using foam pads to the left, right and bottom edges only allowing the top to be
open for the tags. Add another stamped image onto the background beside the envelope.
9. Add the rest of your adventure title using the alpha stickers above and below the preprinted adventure word.

10. Stamp again onto the background above the “commercial travellers fair” text and add a
punched heart from the reverse of the scraps left from your Lille paper

11. Add your passport piece of paper cut from Lille to the left hand edge of your Adventure
paper then set aside the left hand side of your double layout and we focus our attention on
the right hand side now.
12. Take the second sheet of background paper (or card) and add the tissue tape strip
continuing on from the left hand page.
13. Add the strip of 6x4 photo trimmed from your left hand page above the tissue tape so that
when the pages are placed side by side the photo (and tissue tape) appear to be continuing
from one page to the next.
14. Add a 3”x2” landscape photo next, again aligned so the bottom of the photo rests on the top
of the tissue tape. Add your union jack piece of patterened paper cut from Lille next to this.
15. Add a 6”x4” landscape photo above your smaller photo and union jack.
16. Next take the top left piece of your Lille paper, trim about an inch and half off the top and
adhere to the bottom right of your page, once more above the tissue tape.
17. Add a hand cut tag from the Greenwich paper to the top right hand of this piece to appear
as if it were tucked behind. Add a small length of thread through the top of the tag.
18. Add a 6”x4” portrait photo to the left of this tag which should butt up against the landscape
6”x4” photo.
19. Take your journaling block cut from Greenwich, round the top left corner, add the date
with stickers and your journaling, then place to the left of the 6”x4” photo aligned the same
at the top.
20. Working back to the left edge of your page add two more 3”x2” portrait photo, one of
which will overlap the left of your page. Trim this and save the piece to add to your left
hand layout.

21. To make the tag feature that appears
alongside the Union Jack take the luggage tag
cut from Lille, shape the top like a tag, add
the postage mark circle cut from the stamp
paper also.
22. Take the Maya Road rub-on tags and apply a
smaller one over the stamp images from the
Lille paper, cut these out and add to the tag
with thread.
23. Affix your assembled tag at an angle to the
right of your Union Jack image.
24. To complete the right hand side of your
layout stamp another scroll alongside to far right photograph above the tag, and another

beneath a ½” x 3” strip from Greenwich which can feature more alphabet stickers denoting
the place your photos were taken.

25. To complete your left hand page add the strip of photo that was overlapping from the right
hand page, then a further 3”x2” landscape photo which should butt up to the edge of your
Adventure paper (or can tuck underneath slightly)
26. Finally to make those tags to add to your envelope pocket.Repeat step 22 of these
instructions with a tag rub-on over stamps and another over another scrap of paper (I used a
little more of the Union Jack image). Use a larger tag rub-on (I used everyday) on another
journaling spot cut from Greenwich and finally cut a larger tag from a journaling element
of Greenwich, adorn with a strip of tissue tape and more journaling for your page.

27. Embellish the smaller tags with thread using a needle I found easier then tuck inside your
envelope to complete the left hand side of your page
28. I did add one final element to my page and that was to add a few strips of tissue tape over
the blueish image that featured on the paper to the right of the adventure word, only
because this didn’t match with my papers and I wanted to blend it into the background
more. The transparency of the tissue tape allows this without drawing too much attention
to the area!

